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Week 1: pp. 3-8

p.4 hum = French bourdonnement

cagey = suspicious in a sly way

wicker = French osier

hemp = French chanvre

cogs = (a cog in the machine) French rouages

pliers = French pinces

p.5 what’s the hullabaloo = what’s all the fuss about

p.7 mongrels = French (dogs) bâtards

I can’t hush the hollering = I can’t stop screaming

p.8 to roar out = French gronder

ranting and raving = talking wildly and madly

Week 2: pp. 8-23

p.9 mothah = mother

p.10 brassy = arrogant

gunstock = French crosse de fusil

p.11 swaggers = feels self-important; boasts

squints = glances sideways

p.12 to trim = to beat; to defeat

pinochle = a card game played with a pack of 48 cards

primer-black = it was black before

a stock auctioneer = French un commissaire-priseur

p.13 poozle = sex

to snicker = to snigger = French ricaner

nobody ever dares let loose and laugh = French jamais personne n’ose se 
laisser aller à rire
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p.14 culls = things picked out and put aside as inferior

p.15 roll check = when the nurses go to each patient on the ward to check their 
condition 

p.17 he goes into a sulk = French bouder

p.18 spooked = frightened

ornery = nasty

an outfit = a group of people; a team

the bull goose loony = the leader of the mad people on the ward (bull 
goose is an expression used to describe the dominant male in a flock of 
geese)

p.19 catskinner = French conducteur de tracteur

for every gyppo logging operation = French à chaque campagne 
d’abattage

if I’m bound to be a loony, then I’m bound to be a stompdown dadgum 
good one = French si je dois être un cinglé, alors faut que je sois un bon 
cinglé

a yaller (= yellow) skunk = French un dégonflé

p.20 lapels = French revers de veston

an upstart = French un parvenu, un arriviste; ici: ‘fanfaron’

to goldbrick (…) to goof off = to cheat (…) to avoid work or responsibility 

p.21 hitch = problem

busted = arrested

(an) organic = a vegetable

p.22 Sittin’ Bull = The name of a famous Dakota Indian chief under whom the 
Sioux tribes united in their struggle for survival on the North American 
Great Plains : much of his life was shaped by his struggle against an 
expanding American nation. Confrontation with American soldiers 
escalated in the mid-1870s after gold was discovered in the Black Hills, a 
sacred area to Native Americans that the American government had 
recognized as their land. White prospectors invaded Sioux lands and the 
American government declared war on any tribe that prevented it from 
taking over the land. Sitting Bull responded but could only win battles, not 
the war. He was arrested and killed in 1890.

p.23 lore = customs, tradition
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Week 3 : pp. 24-37

p.24 : needles = French des aiguilles

vials = small bottles that contain a drug  (especially sealed steril containers 
for injection  by needle)

disruption = disorder, confusion

disrupt = throw into confusion or disorder

p. 25 : wand = French bâton de commandement

put out = irritated

outfit = organization

messy = disorderly and dirty

out of kilter = French déglingué, détraqué

whir = a prolonged soft buzz, as of a motor working

wires = French fils électriques

p.26 : tend = take care of

rigged = set up, ready for use, manipulated

(an) alky = a heavy drinker or alcoholic

teeter = move unsteadily

appraise = estimate the nature, quality, importance of sb

weaving = here : integrating by trapping

p. 27 : His mother was raped = His mother was forced to submit to sexual  acts,  
especially sexual intercourse

peep out = give a quick furtive look

a slack = a decrease in activity

rasp = make a harsh grating sound

starched = French amidonné

figures = thinks

p. 28 : bidding = orders, commands
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humming = here it’s the sound produced by the machine that has been 
activated

prod = urge sb to get out of one’s bed

buffing = cleaning

an old fellow shorted out = an old guy had a short circuit

buck = here : avoid

p.29 : vacuum-cleaner hose = French embout d’un aspirateur

cuss = curse, swear at sb

wharrup = French tintamarre

p. 30 : figures = characters

goofy = foolish

griping = complaining all the time

p.31 : considerate = kind, tactful

grumbling = French  en grommelant

p.32 : whetstone = French meule à affûter

booger = bogeyman = French croquemitaine, loup-garou

gizmos = gadgets or devices

a bracer = a stimulating drink

eavesdropping = listening secretly to the private conversation of others

p.33 : crew-cut = French cheveux en brosse

the machine goes to fumbling = French la machine cafouille

a Gurney = US a wheeled stretcher for transporting hospital patients

EST = abbrevation for (Psychiatry) electric-shock treatment

Punch and Judy = a puppet show in which a comical little hunchbacked 
(=bossu) Punch engages in altercation with his wife Judy

p.34 : spinning = whirling, revolving quickly and repeatedly around one’s own 
axis

ET or OT or PT = Employment Training or Occupational Therapy or 
Physical Therapy
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mill = factory

p.35 : dam = French barrage (eau)

stare = look directly and fixedly

fluff = material, stuff. soft light particles of cotton

a string = French ficelle

p.36 : behold = see with attention

Gad = here : God

lend nimble skills = (ses doigts) ont acquis une souplesse et agilité

runs down = French il lâche la rampe = is exhausted and dies

Graveyard = Churchyard = Cemetery

p.37 : embalmers = people who treat a corpse with preservatives in order to 
prevent decay

tightwads = US and Canadian slang stingy people, misers = French 
radins, avares

what the dickens = what the devil

Dismissal = the sending away of someone

is bound to = is obliged to

foul up = make a mess of, destroy or ruin

Week 4 : pp. 37 – 50

p.37 : strain = exert much effort or energy

straggle = come in a rambling or irregular way

p.38 : wagging his head = moving his head from side to side

wheezing = breathing with difficulty, producing a hoarse whistling sound

heed = pay attention to, listen to

a folder = a small book usually having a paper cover

hangnail = a piece of skin torn away from, but still attached to, the base or 
side of a fingernail

in his lap = the upper side of the thighs of a seated person French sur ses 
genoux
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p.39 : deck = pack of playing cards

endowed = equipped

smack (of) = have a distinctive trace or touch

brawn = physical strength

flustered = thrown into a state of agitated confusion

grins = laughter, smiles

p.40 : committed = placed officially in confinement or custody

discharge = sacking, firing

brawls = noisy fights in a crowd

Assault =  a violent attack

Battery = act of beating

statutory = punishable under a statute -> statute = an established law or 
rule

hustler = a prostitute who attracts customers by walking the streets

frazzle = extreme fatigue

asserting himself = acting boldly, especially in defending his rights or 
stating his opinion

p.41 : leaned = inclined, bent

to get his goat = slang to cause annoyance to him

previous = just preceding sth else in time

p.42 : overzealous = having or expressing strong emotions in an excessive way

a snicker = a slightly stifled (= étouffé) laugh

feigning = pretending, simulating

drudgery = tedious, hard and monotonous work

giggling = laughing in a foolish or nervous way

screw up = make a mess of

p.43 : Though = Even if

hush = become silent, stop speaking
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puzzled = baffled, perplexed

loose = relaxed, free

knuckle = yield to pressure, give in (= céder) 

p.44 : a gripe = a complaint

a grievance = a complaint about a (real or imaginery) wrong that causes 
resentment 

fester = become an increasing source of irritation or poisoning

squealing = slang informing, betraying an accomplice or secret

spiel = lenghty speech

p.45 : beacon = a radio or other signal (e.g. a fire)

triggered = set off, initiated

to outdo = surpass in performance

hollering = shouting

p.46 : dents = concavity in a surface

stave off = prevent from 

clutch = hand, power

mold = give the shape of

switch = US a railway point

p.47 : wigwagging = moving back and forth

murked up = made dark, dim or gloomy

clenched = closed tightly

whammed = smashed with great force

p.48 : stunned = filled with overwhelming surprise or shock

odds = the probability that a certain event will take place

gears = French rouages

throttled = controlled the speed of an engine

baloney = slang nonsense

crooned = hummed in a soft, soothing voice
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blinked = closed and opened the eyes rapidly

slumping = sinking heavily

p.49 : a miscarriage = a spontaneous abortion

the shot = the injection

spatting = coming down like raindrops

see to him = take care of him

p.50 : bare = empty

rusted = become corroded, deteriorated

cuckooing = repeating incessantly, as a cuckoo does its call

Week 5 : pp. 50-67

p.50 to squirm: to move your body from side to side, usually because you feel 
nervous or embarrassed

prosecutors : French procureurs

straddles : sits with one leg on each side of the chair

p.51 shindigs : large and noisy parties

peckin’ : (sometimes foll. by at) to peck means to strike with the beak

flock : a group of animals of one kind. Here : chickens

blinders : leather sidepieces attached to a horse’s bridle to prevent 
sideways vision

p.52 taut : tense

crummy : of little value, contemptible

a passle : a lot 

clod : dull or stupid person

p.53 braggart : a person who boasts loudly or exaggeratedly

sooth : to soothe = to relieve

id : (psychoanalysis) the mass of primitive instincts and energies in the 
unconscious mind that, modified by the ego and the superego, underlies 
all psychic activity (= ça)

p.54 to toss off : to reject
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p.55 toiling : working

p.56 grinding his nose in it: French lui enfonce le nez dedans ( = dans son 
erreur)

p.57 busted : smashed, broken

p.58 astute : clever

hung up : emotionally disturbed

bashful : shy

p.59 I hold no grudge against you : I don’t feel resentful

bluster : boisterous talk or action

swagger : arrogant conduct or manner

cottontail : a kind of rabbit – French un garenne

p.62 Vanishing American : popular name given to the Indians (French : 
l’Américain-Qui-S’Éteint) , here refers to Bromden

manure : animal excreta, usually with straw, used to fertilize land

p.63 to placate : to pacify or appease

p.64 juggernaut : any terrible force, especially one that destroys or that 
demands complete self-sacrifice

homely : (US and Canadian) plain and ugly

p.65 to pick up a good purse off you birds : here to take all your money

tear up jack : destroy the place

impregnable : unable to be shaken or taken by force

p.66 get in a tizzy : a state of confusion, anxiety or excitement

pull compensation : get some money, indemnity

Week 6 : pp. 67-80

p.67 all tangled in the tinsel : French emmêlé dans les guirlandes

p.68 the scramble : the run ; the rush

she slacks off on the throttle : French elle relâche le régulateur

VFW : Veterans of Foreign Wars
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shimmers : here shudders, wavers

p.69 strain : make intense or violent efforts

short : short-circuit

p.71 the whoop : the loud cry

stabbed himself a big chinook : French vient d’harponner une grosse prise

the racks : French chevalets de séchage

coon : (offensive slang) Black person

to forfeit : to lose in consequence of a mistake

Keep the old pinch on ? : French Pour coincer le bonhomme

cocky : overconfident, arrogant

a deuce/ a trey : French une paire/ une tierce

flunks : fails

p.72 spiel : speech

a top-notch con man : a person who swindles another by means of a 
confidence trick ; French  un excellent escroc

the mark : the suitable victim

a skillo wheel : French une loterie dans un stand forain

quake : shake or tremble with fear

pot : money or stakes in the pool in gambling games, esp. poker

p.73 forlorn : miserable, lonely and sad

knack : talent

leery : cautious, suspicious

p.75 to douse : to put out

p.76 relentless : inexorable

p.77 cinders : French cendres

couplings : mechanical devices that connect two things

p.78 seed pods : French gousses de fèves
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one of those trestle affairs like you find in meat houses: French une 
installation semblable à ce qui existe dans les abattoirs

a burlap sack : French sac en jute

p.79 clinkers : the ash and partially fused residues from a coal-fired furnace or 
fire

p.80 outlandish : weird ; grotesque

Week 7 : pp. 81-90

p.81 shrewd : astute

tipped over : turned over, capsized

they’re sneaking : they’re putting in  a furtive way

joggling : shaking, moving slightly

blinking : closing and opening one or both of the eyes rapidly

p.82 eyebrows : French sourcils

How come : French Comment se fait-il que

racket : loud noise of a disturbing kind

due : expected, scheduled

whip : French fouet

batting around : wandering about aimlessly

logging : cutting the wood of trees and preparing it for use as building 
material

No relatives pulling at him : French Pas de parents proches qui 
s’accrochent à ses basques

a good con man : a man who swindles his victims by using a confidence 
trick ; French un bonarnaqueur

they figure : they think

tile : French carreau

p.83  the least one : the smallest one

whaps : hits, strikes hard

grinders : informal teeth
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swivels : turns on a pivot

knuckle : joint of a finger when the fist is closed

cabinet : piece of furniture resembling a cupboard with doors and shelves 
and drawers

policy : here : the rule of the ward

lopped : cut off

clamp : device (generally used by  carpenters) that holds things firmly 
together

reckon : think

brain : smash in the skull of

turns loose : releases the pressure

tugs at : pulls at

he winks : he closes quickly one eye as a signal

p.84 can : a usually cylindrical metal container

paste : here : toothpaste

he head back to the latrine : he went back to the latrine

scrub rag : piece of cloth used for cleaning

gawkin’ : staring stupidly

spraddle-legged : Bromden’s father shifts from one foot to the other

dead-panned : Bromden’s father’s face is blank, expressionless

buying off : paying (Bromden’s father) in order to receive a favour

Canada honkers up there : here : look at the geese in the sky 

p.84-85 it dawned on the government men that they were being poked fun at : 
when the government men started to realise that they were made fun of

p.85 a shack : a roughly built hut

they had all busted up laughing fit to kill : they all burst into laughter and 
couldn’t stop laughing

get their goat : slang angered them, annoyed them

to pee : to urinate
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she glares : she stares fixedly and angrily

till he stops fidgeting : till he stops moving restlessly, nervously

puzzled : baffled, confused, perplexed

puffing up : swelling, getting bigger and bigger

the hinges : French : les jointures

a small squeak : a little high-pitched sound

parted : being kept apart, opened

p.86 she shrinks : she becomes smaller

is giving way : is disappearing

bawling out : informal : reprimanding loudly or harshly

boosted : stole, robbed

whilst : while

I sleep awful sound : I sleep very deeply

my threads : Slang : my clothes

tickles : excites

coarse : of textures that are rough to the touch

that outfit : that set of clothing

you were issued : you were given officially

she hollers : she shouts, she yells

p.87 an issue of … = clothing of …

laundry : place where clothes and linen are washed and ironed

shuffling : moving with short sliding steps. without or barely lifting the feet

shattle : be broken into many small pieces

blast : blow

p.88  lopsided grin : smile twisted on one side

scouring : cleaning by scrubbing vigorously

he gets her drift : he gets the point, the meaning
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ambles : walks slowly

rack : here : French : portemanteau

he scuttles off : he moves about with short hasty steps

a bug : an insect

clutch : group

p.89 warped : twisted

a chunk of slag : French un fragment de scorie

Incidentally : by the way

gaudy : showy in a tasteless or vulgar way, flashy

ogling at : staring lustfully at

a whack : a sharp, swift blow

bare : naked

p.90 germicide : disinfectant

zinc ointment : French : pommades à l’oxyde de zinc

musty : stale, smelling old

stench : a strong and extremely offensive odour, a stink

singed hair : superficially burnt hair

Week 8 : pp. 90-102

p.90 a snap : here : a piece of cake

snigger : laugh in a half-suppressed, undecorous or disrespectful manner

prods : urges

twitches : here : French : grognasses

rolls : French : parties de jambe en l’air

Billy’s eyes bob up from his plate : He raises his eyes very quickly to look 
at McMurphy

We’d never have brought it off : We could have never achieved it, carried it 
out

Billy ‘Club’ Bibbit : French : Billy-la-Trique
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in them days : in those days

ducked his head : lowers his head suddenly

a shoo-in : an easy victory 

whoops : utters a loud shout or cry

gooses : slang : pinches in the buttocks, prods playfully in the behind

p.91 glum : moody and melancholic

work farm : French : pénitencier

roofing glue : French : de la colle de menuisier

He gets seconds of everything : French : Il s’extasie sur tout

he gets discharged : he is released from the mental hospital

filch : take in a furtive manner

Tough luck !: What a pity ! Unlucky you !

snuck : US and Canadian : past tense of ‘sneak’ = steal

nods : lowers and raises the head quickly in agreement

shrugs : raises his shoulders as an expression of indifference

p.92 splattered : soiled with splashes of liquid

to get hosed off : French : pour leur enlever leurs tuyaux

range : place for shooting projectiles of various kinds

sharpshooter : a person skilled in shooting, esp. with a rifle

Dead-Eye Murphy : French : Murphy-Œil-de-Lynx

dab : small quantity 

pat : small mass

rumbling : emitting a loud low dull continuous noise

snail : French : escargot

nudging the Acutes : pushes gently the Acutes with his elbow to get 
attention

p.93 greasy stripe : oily line

breaking even : having my profits equal my losses
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hustle : hurry

IOU : a promise to pay a debt, especially a signed paper stating the 
specific amount owed and

often bearing the letters IOU (= phonetically speaking : I owe you)

raps : makes a sharp loud sound, esp. by knocking

swivels : turns, rotates

heathen : uncivilized or barbaric person

selfish : self-centered, egoistical

p.94 cussing : swearing, cursing

mumbles : talks indistinctly, usually in a low voice

p.95 full of brass and swagger : full of assurance and arrogance

ornery : disagreeable in disposition, mean

covey : small group

folders : French : dossiers

riffles through : leafs through, thumbs through

As I recall : As I remember

Reminiscing : recalling the past

actually : in fact, in reality

wonder : feel curiosity

glance at : take a brief look at

streamers : long narrow coiled ribbons of paper used for decorations

booths : small stands at a fair (= kermesse, fête foraine) for selling goods 
or entertainment

carefree : free of worries and responsibilities

maudlin : effusively or tearfully sentimental

p.96 peers : looks intently

rears : rises

looms : dominates, overhangs
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gives a grunt : emits a short low gruff noise

prod : pointed object used to urge to action

ring toss : game with rings

skillo : game similar to bingo

p.97 merely : simply

Everybody knows that’s all there is to the carnival : Everybody 
understands the carnival will never take place

by rattling : French : en faisant crisser

fingers snapping : French : en faisant claquer ses doigts

jerk : abrupt movement

roaring : making a loud noise

p.98 previous : former, existing or coming before

hinders : is an obstacle, interferes with, disturbs

tub room : bathroom

riots and uprisings : French : bagarres et émeutes

occur : come up, take place, happen

enthused : enthusiastic

p.99 fumbles : gropes about clumsily, esp in searching

giddy : dizzy, having a whirling sensation 

iron bolt through the jawbone : French : le crampon de fer de sa mâchoire

hassle : fight

unruffled : not agitated, calm

p.100 There’s no moving her and no help against her : French : Rien ne peut la 
toucher ; il n’y a pas de recours contre elle

lure : seduce, tempt

on account of : because

p.101 a flurry : a sudden burst of activity

Boogered : French : Mince alors 
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Boogered and double boogered : French : Vacherie de vacherie

p.102 dice : French : dés

carved : French : sculptés

tumbles : falls down

shuffle : the act of moving sth from one place to another

Week 11  : p.129-144

p.129 : enamel : a glassy substance , usu. opaque, applied by fusion to the 
surface of metal, pottery, etc. as an ornament  or for protection

teetering : wobbling, moving unsteadily

warp : turn or twist out of shape

sneaking looks : glancing furtively at

strolling : walking at a leisurely pace

p.130 : lure : provoke sb to do sth through promises or persuasion

darting : moving rapidly

lurch : the act of moving forward suddenly

bucket bale :  here French l’anse du seau

fireplace boom : here French la crémaillère d’une cheminée

tugs : pulls hard

stuffs : puts

rods : a thin straight bar 

steel : French acier

peephole : a small hole, as in a door, through which to look

seeping out : passing slowly through small openings

bile : a bitter, yellow or greenish liquid, secreted by the liver that aids in 
absorption and digestion, esp. of fats

drains : pipes through which liquid is carried away

p.131 : melt : dissolve

gritted : made a grinding noise
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you could of wrung sweat out of the room : French :  la sueur aurait giclé 
de la pièce si on l’avait essorée

fiendish : extremely wicked or cruel

they’d have him smeared around in an awful mess : French :  il n’était plus 
qu’une immonde mare fangeuse par terre

chores : a routine or minor duty or task

stabs : pierces

glares : stares fixedly

p.132 : slime : a thick sticky slippery substance

drilling : making a hole

stared at : looked at directly and fixedly

sipping : drinking in small quantities

fidgety : nervous and unable to relax

goes to winding it : French se met à la remonter

was due to : was expected to

He stops winding his watch on account of it’s tight enough another twist is 
going to spray it all

over the place : French Il arrête de tripoter sa montre, le ressort en est 
suffisamment tendu – encore un coup de pouce, et elle volerait en éclats

dealing with him: taking him into consideration

I’m off base here : badly mistaken

p.133 : pleading : imploring

The question pops their head up. Cleverly, he’s put them on the carpet too. 
French  À cette question, ils tendent le cou. Habilement, Spivey les a mis 
à leur tour au pied du mur.

liable : at risk of experiencing sth usually unpleasant

alky : an alcoholic or a heavy drinker

mutters : speaks indistinctly in low tones

a shrewd con man : French : un astucieux imposteur

glare at : stare fixedly at
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bounds : limits 

p.134 : Assaultive : a person inclined to violent attack

schemes : plans

was thwarted : was caused to fail, was ruined

disregard : lack of respect

p.135 : breakthrough : here French :  méthode d’approche

‘damn fool collitchkid pryin’ : French  conneries de questions d’écolier

scarred : deeply marked by injury

like a rusty wedge : French :  pareil à un coin de bûcheronnage rouillé

p.136 : jerks : jolt, move in sudden abrupt motions

scrub a speck : French : gratter une saleté

bucked : resists stubbornly and obstinately

rim : French : bord

smoldering : burning slowly and without a flame

removing : transferring 

undo : erase, cancel

the harm : the wrong, the damage

the whack of it sounds like a gavel : French : sa tasse, heurtant la table, 
tinte comme le marteau d’un commissaire-priseur

bold upright : French : raides comme des piquets

p.137 : cowardice : lack of courage in facing danger, pain or difficulty

brashness : tasteless showiness

subside : weak off or die down

dwindle : become smaller or lose substance

a braggart and a blowhard of a type : French : un de ces fanfarons, un de 
ces esbroufeurs

our hero will… give up his bit : French : votre héros… se dégonflera

committed : given to in charge
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He’d got the nurse’s goat : He caused annoyance to the nurse

p.138 : conceal : hide

tagged : supplied

assignments : tasks

swabbed out : cleaned with a mop

apiece : for each one

swishing : moving with a whistling or hissing sound

sidled : moving, walking

winking down his nose : here French : plissant le nez

getting a bawling out : being reprimanded loudly and harshly

crappers : toilets

p.139 : a wad : a small mass

gasp : a short convulsive intake of breath

power : electricity 

an ax-throwing contest : French : un concours de lancer de haches

a blindfold : a bandage that covers thes eyes

dizzy : having a sensation of whirling and a tendency to fall

full-throttled laugh : French : son rire tonitruant

p.140 : with big, high cheekbones like the cheek underneath them had been 
hacked out with a 

hatchet : French : avec des pommettes saillantes placées comme si on 
m’avait décortiqué les joues

sawing planks : French : scier des planches

mill : flatten, roll out with a rolling machine

to foul up : make a mess of, destroy or ruin

p.141 : haywire : not functioning properly

ram : push forcefully

peeked : glanced quickly
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griddle : cooking utensil consisting of a flat heated surface on which food is 
cooked

rattling : making a series of short, sharp noises by knocking together

yen : strong desire or inclination ; a yearning or craving

barefoot : with nothing on the feet

tile : French : carreau

bump into : come in contact or collide with

mesh : French : grillage

fall : autumn

scarred : marked by physical injury

scuffed : French : éraflée

p.142 : hunkered : squatted on their heels

dew : water that has condensed on a cool surface overnight from water 
vapor in the air.

a mongrel : a dog of mixed or unknown breeding ; a crossbreed or a hybrid

one paw lifted : French : une patte levée

gabble : (of geese) cackling noises

a honker : Canadian : an informal name for Canada goose

p.143 : lope : run easily

chilly : cool or cold enough to cause shivering

toasty : pleasantly warm

hails Mary to beat thunder : French : demande à la Sainte Vierge de faire 
un miracle

p.144 : a medication : a medicinal substance

Week 12 : pp.144-160

p.144 : gripes : complaints

brooding : persistent morbid meditation on a problem

p.145 : grumbled : expressed their discontent, their unhappiness, their complaints
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bleed : here : give

tilted : inclined

impound : seize, confiscate

purchased : bought

kick : a feeling of pleasurable stimulation

ruckus : the act of making a noisy disturbance

p.146 : Maybe all she needed to straighten her out was a good bringdown : 
French Peut-être qu’une bonne volée de bois vert était tout ce qui était 
nécessaire pour la mettre au pas

rot : French pourriture

drown : die by suffocating in water

scaffolding : French échaffaudage, plate-forme volante

committed : put in custody French sous tutelle médicale

sentenced : convicted, condemned

p.147 : cast : bandage consisting of a firm covering (often made of plaster) that 
immobilizes broken bones while they heal

p.149 : showdown : a hostile disagreement face-to-face

stamped his foot : French tapa du pied

a strap : French une sangle

sagged : fell

punctured : pierced, perforated

soggy : soaked with liquid

p.150 : outsmarting : getting the better of, outwitting

toe the line : conform

ornery : mean-spirited, disagreeable

cagey : cautious, careful

give in : cease opposition, yield

p.151 : pry him loose : French lui faire lâcher prise
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puddle : a small pool of a liquid

p.152 : seizures : attacks

bristling : rising up as in fear

if you are through : if you have finished

pigeonhole : put aside and ignore

spite you : annoy you

p.153 : a punk-knot : French une bosse

a foam : a mass of small bubbles formed in a liquid

p.154 : spines : backs, backbones

harmful : causing damage

gungs : gums

grit your teeth : clench your teeth together

p.155 : haywire : out of control

p.156 : curtail : cut short

p.157 : chivalry : gallantry, good manners, courtesy

skittishness : characterized by nervousness and quickness to take fright

p.158 : a bum : a parasite

I bum : I ask for and get free

inadequacies : imperfections

hoity-toity : pretentiously self-important ; pompous

flips : responds, reacts

chabobs : boobs, breasts

bugging : annoying

p.159 : crack a smile : break into a smile

nozzles : French pommeaux de douche

p.160 : deck : pack of cards
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Week 12 : pp. 144-160 ; Summary & general comments 

The ward is taken to the hospital’s pool to swim. McMurphy learns from the patient 
serving as the lifeguard that someone who is committed to the hospital is 
released only at the discretion of the staff. McMurphy had believed he 
could leave as soon as he served the time remaining on his work farm 
sentence. Scared by his new knowledge (he started having nightmares – 
he mentioned them p.159), he behaves more cautiously around Ratched. 
The other patients try to figure out what Mac is doing.

During the next Group Meeting, Cheswick brings up the problem of cigarette 
rationing, but McMurphy does not support him. Ratched sends Cheswick 
to Disturbed for a while. After he returns, on the way to the pool, Cheswick 
tells McMurphy that he understands why McMurphy no longer rebels 
against Ratched. That day, Cheswick’s fingers get stuck in the pool’s drain 
and he drowns in what is possibly a suicide.

Sefelt, who has epilepsy, has a seizure on the floor. Fredrickson, also an epileptic, 
always takes Sefelt’s medication. Ratched takes the opportunity to 
demonstrate the importance of following her advice and not “acting 
foolish.” McMurphy, who has never seen an epileptic seizure, is very 
disturbed by the whole scenario. Bromden notes that McMurphy is 
beginning to get a “haggard, puzzled look of pressure”(p.155) on his face. 
We understand that McMurphy doesn’t really want to get involved any 
more. He looks disconnected from the other patients.

Harding’s wife comes for a brief visit. We don’t really know why. Harding resents her 
presence and mocks her poor grammar. She says she wishes his friends 
would stop coming to their house to ask about him and she makes hostile 
comments. After she leaves, McMurphy angrily erupts when Harding asks 
for his opinion of her, saying, “I’ve got worries of my own without getting 
hooked with yours. So just quit!” (p. 158) McMurphy apologizes then but 
we understand again that he needs to cope with the recent knowledge that 
he’ll be in the hospital a very long time. So he needs to think about his 
next move carefully.

Week 13 : pp.161-172- end of part II

p.161 up to par: (expr.) an accepted level or standard, such as an average. 
Here : that all everybody’s machinery is functioning well

fads: fashions 

a grand old Faulknerian tradition: reference to William Faulkner, American 
writer (1897-1962). He often integrated morbid and grotesque elements (= 
gothic) in his stories. Harding is probably showing his knowledge in 
literature here.

p.162 induces: provokes
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a seizure: French une attaque

p.163 the public raise Cain about it: protest heatedly

the jolt: the emotional shock or sudden blow

p.164 gripe: a complaint

passing the buck: (informal) to shift blame or responsibility onto another

p.165 the stud: (slang) the virile man

p.166 hassling: annoying

committed: confined officially; imprisoned, put in custody; French sous 
tutelle

p.167 conniptions: (US and Canadian slang) fits of rage

scabs: French croûtes

p.168 to fret about it: to worry about it

a spoor: the trail (= marks or footprints) of an animal or person

p.172 spick and span: extremely neat and clean

Week 14: pp. 175-191 ; Beginning of part III 

p.175 gave out: abandoned

marked: took note

p.176 ref’: referee

puny mothers: weak

a twitch: a prostitute

p.177 danged: (informal) damn

Anon: Anonymous

p.180 chunks: pieces

a post: French poteau

poke: gently push

out of spite: French par méchanceté

p.181 hovel: French taudis

appraise: assess, judge the value of sth
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squalor: disgusting dirt and filth

acrawl: full of 

black widows: veuves noires

‘dobe shacks: adobe shacks = a hut built in sun-dried bricks

between the sods: French entre les planches de la baraque

overdone: overcooked

Hiawatha: (Ojibwa: “He Makes Rivers”), a legendary chief (c. 1450) of the 
Onondaga tribe of North American Indians, to whom Indian tradition 
attributes the formation of what became known as the Iroquois 
Confederacy (= unification of 5 Indian tribes across upper New York state). 
In his miraculous character, Hiawatha was the incarnation of human 
progress and civilization. He taught agriculture, navigation, medicine, and 
the arts, conquering by his magic all the powers of nature that war against 
man. The story of Hiawatha is told in Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s Song 
of Hiawatha (1855). (http://www.britannica.com)

p.182 seams: French soudures

stock still: absolutely still, motionless

p.184 hailstones: grêlons

muthuh: (offensive) mother(f*****)

p.185 a hillbilly song: (old fashioned) country music

p.186 grunt: French grogner

bellow: roar; shout

p.187 scrawny: skinny

peeved: upset; annoyed

farts: contemptible people

I cussed: I insulted

Criminy: (exclamation) used to express surprise or anger

p.189 to bust: to break or tame (a horse for example)

p.190 hustlers: prostitutes

I’m broke: French Je suis fauché.
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p.191 the rollicking auctioneer’s voice: French le baratin jovial d’un commissaire 
priseur

Week 15 : pp. 192-205

p.192 : tough = hard, difficult

Inniuns  = Indians

starch = French l’amidon (de leur uniforme)

p.193 : I don’t have to take that crap = I’m not going to start cleaning the floor

venture : proceed somewhere despite the risk of possible dangers

swaggering : walking in an arrogant manner

bosun = a petty (petty = minor or subordinate in rank) officer on a 
merchant ship who controls the 

work of other seamen

Hit the deck , mateys = I want all the sailors on the deck (= pont)

or I keehaul the lot of ye from stock to stern = French je te m’en vas vous 
flanquer à fond de cale

scurvy : mean, contemptible, despicable

bunch : group of men

lubbers = inexperienced sailors

wistful : showing pensive sadness

p.194 : howl = (of a dog, wolf, or the like) to utter a characteristic loud, prolonged, 
mournful cry

loafers = people who don’t work, lazy people, idlers

Rub-a-dub = French Frotti-Frotta

sanitation = hygiene

swayed = moved back and forth

p.195 : Chin-nook = Pacific salmon

Herring = French hareng

trollers = fishermen

p.196 : fore and aft = at both ends
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landlubbers = people unfamiliar with the sea

scowled = frowned with displeasure

golly = alteration of ‘God’ -> by golly ! -> interjection used to express mild 
surprise or wonder

liable = at risk

a fix = a difficult situation

p.197 : predicament = a situation, especially an unpleasant, troublesome, or trying 
one, from which freeing oneself is difficult

jouncing = moving with bumps and jolts, bouncing

mesh = French mailles du treillage

She got tied up = she got married

p.198 : figure on me  swinging that = expecting me to arrange things successfully

Hell’s bells = exclamation of  anger ! French Bordel de bordel !

fumbling = looking for sth in a clumsy way

busting in = here coming in unexpectedly

p.199 : fidget = French se trémousser

refunded = given back

gas = petrol, fuel

Miss District Attorney = French Miss Procureur Général

p.200 : mused = was absorbed in her thoughts

cramming papers= squeezing papers into an insufficient space

brass brads = clous de cuivre

the sun was prying up the clouds = the sun forced its way through the 
clouds

p.201 : punting = kicking

bunch = group of people

gawk = look with amazement

headed off = departed, set off
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a rag  = French  un chiffon

backed off = moved backward

a wrench  = a spanner French une clé anglaise

inmates = people confined to an institution such as a prison or hospital

p.202 : squinted at : looked at sb with the eyes partly closed

windshield wipes = French essuie-glaces

give in = cease opposition, yield

Hank = French Toto

slum = French saloperies

budge = move

p.203 : hog = domestic swine

hides = animal skins

toe the line = conform strictly to a command

They got me on the bum rap = French Ils m’ont coincés à la déloyale

and sorta got taken with the kick = French et en quelque sorte j’ai dû jeter 
l’éponge

a back-lot boxer = French un boxeur de banlieue

a back-lot bull-thrower = French un baratineur de banlieue

p.204 : tally = determine the sum of

cocky = overly self-assertive or self-confident

roosters = adult male chickens

bug = insect

sullenly = morosely, sulkily

flustered him = caused him to become agitated

the pigeons = here the two service-station men

p.205 : slug down = drink rapidly or in large gulps 

bravado = a pretense of courage, a false show of bravery
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Week 16 :  pp.205-221

p.205 : parched = made extremely dry

laying = producing and depositing (eggs)

a string = several things grouped together or considered as a whole

a hatch = the production of young from an egg

p.206 : punched out = French fabriquées à l’emporte-pièce

NO DWN. PAYMENT FOR VETS = No down payment for veterans = 
French rien à verser comptant pour les anciens combattants

corduroy = French velours côtelé

playing crack-the-whip = French faisant une sarabande

tumbleweed = any plant that breaks away from its roots in autumn and is 
driven by the wind as a light rolling mass

scuffed = scraped

babbling = uttering meaningless sounds like a baby

wrecking = to be destroyed

p.207 : loafers = persons who don’t work

a signed waiver = a formal written statement

leering at her = looking suggestively at her

the lark = French l’alouette

PROP = owner

p.208 : bunched up = gathered

what‘ve they got you committed for ? = French pourquoi qu’on t’a 
enfermée ?

cuss = curse, swear

whittle = cut small bits from (a piece of wood)

shavings = thin fragments of wood

bozos = men who are stupid incompetent fools

p.209 : hornpipe = a British solo dance performed by sailors

slinging ropes from their snubs = French détacher les amarres du  bateau
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shoving off = informal leaving

swarmed = moved in large numbers

puke = disgusting

joost = here  just 

caught him by the lapels = French l’empoigna par le revers de la veste

flophouse = cheap lodging house, esp. one used by tramps

chugged = made dull explosive sounds

repel boarders = offer a resistant force to people who go on board a vessel 
as part of an assault

p.210 : stutter = speak or utter with a spasmodic repetition or prolongation of 
sounds

leaks = French fuites

make do = manage to get along with the means available

swells = long waves on water that move continuously without breaking

full throttle = at maximun speed

jetty = French la jetée

wake = French le sillage

poles = French perches porte-lignes

rig = set 

he got one strike = he caught a fish

the reels and lines = le moulinet et le fil

p.211 : sputtering = making sporadic spitting and popping sounds

to ease up on the star drag = French de prendre la gaffe fixée à tribord

a seizure = an attack of epilepsy

a lure = French une amorce

You let him get a straight pull = French tu vois pas qu’il s’est barré

p.212 : ling  = an elongated codlike marine food fish

wart =French  verrue 
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forlornly = extremely sad

drifting = French qui dérivait

log = a segment of the trunk of a tree when stripped of branches

chum = bait usually consisting of oily fish ground up and scattered on the 
water

minnows = French les vairons

I braced = French je bandai mes muscles

p.213 : cranking = fighting with

sizzling = kaking the characteristic sound of frying fat

dang you = damn you

gawking = staring in a stupid way

p.214 : nipple = French le mamelon

a blur = a stain

plumb crazy = totally crazy

smarts = hurts

blot out = destroy completely

is collapsed = has fallen down

p.215 : in spite of = French malgré, en dépit de

gills = French les ouïes

Till death do them part = French Jusqu’à ce que la mort les sépare

dappled = coloured, marked with spots

fiddled = spent our time in a careless manner

rock and pitch about more = French le roulis et le tangage s’accentuait

p.216 : a flounder = French un carrelet

winch = French le treuil

grim = inspiring horror

shipwrecks = French naufrages

there was a fuss = there wasa noisy dispute
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p.217 : gunning = French donnait des gaz

a swivel = French un pivot

p.218 : halibut = French carrelet

dock = French manœuvrer

PT boat = French torpilleur rapide

p.219 : toting = carrying with difficulty

he was pretty shot = he was pretty tired , exhausted

he’d hit the hay = he’d go to bed

drowsiness = a very sleepy state

p.220 : abode = home

a rag = French un chiffon

lay = French baiser

drawers = here panties

p.221 : woebegone = affected by deep sorrow

frantic = French frénétique

Week 17 : pp.225-238

p.225 rowdy: rough and loud

loop a kerchief: French attacher un foulard

coo: whisper lovingly

p.226 he was taking them down the line: French il les plumait

p.227 spoofing: deception or trick

p.229 thou: (archaic, dialect) you (used mainly in familiar address or to a younger 
person or inferior)

he fleeced us: he stole from us (by fraud)

shrewd: clever or sharp

his chicanery: his use of clever but tricky talk or action to deceive people

the simon-pure motive: the real or authentic intention

p.230 his craft: his art, his skills
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his backwoodsy ways: French ses manières de sauvage

begrudge: French rechigner

p.231 a pimp: a man who is an agent for a prostitute

measly: French mesquin

oughta give this here panel a leetle heft: you should try to lift the panel a 
little

a crane: French une grue

p.232 He let the odds stack up: French il laissa monter les enjeux

a token: a symbol; an expression

p.233 make (…) amends: fix or apologize 

spread your cheeks: French (here) les fesses

p.234 Hark: (archaic) Listen carefully

p.235 stoof: stuff

p.238 straps: French sangles

cuffs: French menottes

what a ripsnorter of a fight: (slang) an exciting, powerful and wild fight

Week 18 : pp.238-246

p.238 stamping out: here producing

a singed smell:  a smell of something that is burning/has burnt

scared berserk: madly frightened

p.239 the peckerwood: (offensive, Black slang)offensive term for a white person, 
esp. a white person from the southern states of the USA.

hobbled: tied up

p.240 whittled to a fine point: French glissé dans un trou d’épingle

they might be sporting: wearing

taut: tight

p.241 gimped around: limped; French boitait
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the rack: a device used in Medieval times mostly to torture people. The 
victim is tied down while some mechanical device, usually a turning wheel, 
tightens the ropes, stretching the victim's body until the joints are 
dislocated. French chevalet

am I stove up bad!: French je suis cassé!

whirs: French ronronne

p.242 I’ll forgo: I’ll do without

the blindfold: a cloth used to cover the eyes

p.243 a beam: French un rayon

his cleat-marked forehead: hook

p.244 pry up: open up

manhole cover: French plaque d’égoût

clash and snarl of jammed cogs: French Les engrenages faussés grincent.

he rakes me: he scrutinizes me

p.245 the clamps:  French les pinces

Hit at a lope: Move along easily

the bullreeds: the tall plants; grass

wheat chats: French de la chaume

p.246 dill pickles: a cucumber pickle flavoured with dill (= French aneth)

born smack into it: directly

a calf: a young cow or bull

Week 19 : pp.249-263

p.249 a daze = confusion characterized by a lack of clarity

loaf around = to waste time ; to idle the time away doing almost nothing

p.250 a pinch = a squeeze with the fingers

to forgo = give up or do without

the glare = an intense, blinding light

spiels = speaks extravagantly
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shrugging it off = minimizing the importance of it

p.251 tossed = added casually to the conversation

snorted = breathed noisily through the nostrils

drastic = forceful and extreme and rigorous

flustered = caused to be nervous or upset

the dent = a noticeable effect, esp. of reduction

footworking = using his feet like a boxer does

sneak = here : enter the ward furtively

a spark coil = French une bobine d’allumage

p.252 smothered = concealed, hid

pitter-patted = pitter-pattered ? = moved with a series of light tapping 
sounds

pull off = perform in spite of difficulties or obstacles

a whirligig = a meery-go-round, a carousel

belches = burps, eructations

measly = contemptibly small in amount

a pup = a young dog, a puppy

I haven’t kicked the tar out of an aide in nearly two weeks = French  Y a 
près de quinze jours que je n’ai pas dérouillé un seul de vos mal blanchis

lop off = remove by cutting

nightstand = a small table set  next to a bed

p.253 peaked = having a sickly appearance

giving … me a goose in the side = giving … me a poke between the 
buttocks to startle

buck-toothed = having protruding upper front teeth

bullheads = any  of several common freshwater catfishes of the United 
States

revolving = moving

p.254 scarlet = a vivid red colour, sometimes with an orange tinge 
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to dab = to apply

teased = harassed with persistent criticism

bookmaker = one who accepts and pays off bets, as on a horserace

stiff = immobile

fluff = any light downy substance

tickled him = touched him lightly so as to cause laughter

scads = a large amount

twiddled his ear = played idly  (lazily) with his ear 

p.255 shack = small crude shelter

mighty = very ; to a great degree

secluded = hidden from general view or use

slobbering = drooling, dribbling saliva from the mouth

lolled = moved in a relaxed manner

bobbled = moved up and down

barely = hardly

cherry : slang virginity 

coon = extremely offensive name for a Black person

bugged = grew large

a toke = a puff on a cigarette, marijuana cigarette, or pipe containing 
haschish or another mind-

altering substance

hounds = dogs used for hunting typically having large drooping ears

p.256 scraps = leftover bits of food

stud = slang here : a man regarded as virile and sexually active

balking = stopping short and refusing to go on

p.257 funsies = fun, sexual amusement

bay = a moderate reddish-brown colour

bun = a tight roll of hair worn at the back of the head
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a gallon = a unit of volume in the U.S. Customary System, used in liquid 
measure, equal to 4

quarts ( 3.785 liters)

straight-armed one of the bottles = gave Billy one of the bottles holding her 
arm out straight

awkwardly = clumsily, not skillfully

scowled = contracted the brows in a threatening or angry manner

stingy = unwilling to spend or give

p.258 cluster = group (of people)

flurry = burst of activity

jarred = startled, unsettled

can = U.S. slang word for toilet

middlin’ = mediocre in quality, size, etc.

stern = firm, strict

fixture = here lamp, light

p.259 policing = making neat in appearance

He’s skulled = French Y a rien à en tirer

pounded = hit hard with the hand

pulled … off = informal performed in spite of difficulties or obstacles

cough sirup = French sirop contre la toux

p.260 picking = opening a lock without the use of a key

folder = French dossier

lay = have sexual intercourse with

p.261 whuppin’ = whipping = beating severely with a whip or a rod

jollies = slang amusement ; kicks

That busted everybody up = French Tout le monde s’esclaffa

tinkle = informal urinate

staggered = moved unsteadily
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a squeal = a loud, shrill cry or sound

pillow = French l’oreiller

whisking = moving quickly

gosh = euphemistic alteration of God

ward off  = avert, turn away

p.262 glowed = shone brightly and steadily

pitch-black = extremely dark

flashlights = small portable electric lamps powered by batteries

tag = a children’s game in which one player pursues the others until he or 
she is able to touch

one of them, who then in turn becomes the pursuer.

storage = a depository

awe = a feeling of profound respect for someone or for something

turn me loose again = unbutton my pants

sprinkled = scattered, distributed loosely

clods = lumps or chunks of earth

a grave = a place of burial

ajar = partially, slightly  opened

witnessing = being present at, observing

It is our last fling = French C’est l’ultime sursaut

We are doomed henceforth = French Désormais, nous sommes damnés

screw = here French rassembler

impending = about to happen, imminent

cc’s apiece = French cent centicubes par tête de pipe

maw = here French gueule

Miltowns = sedatives and tranquilizers used to treat muscle tension and 
anxiety

sagged = sank, drooped
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hopping = moving with light bounding skips or leaps

p.263 bugs = insects

Week 20 : pp.263-275

p.263 sobered = changed, modified

the Seclusion Room = French la chambre d’Isolement

stronghold = place of survival and refuge

a yell = a loud cry, a shout

swooped down on… = moved down on as if in attack

hit the sack = to go to bed

p.264 dropping off = falling asleep

bull = bullshit

slapped the table = hit the table with his fist

reekerputions = repercussions = consequences

obviously = evidently

take over = assume control, management, or responsabilty

more sober = less drunk

tie up = fasten or secure with a cord, rope, or strap

‘d snuck = ‘d sneaked = ‘d moved furtively

relieved him of his keys = tokk him his keys

scattered = distributed loosely, spread out

to spite = to annoy

clear-headedness = mental alertness

AWOLs = military absent without leave ; absent from one’s post or duty 
without official permission but wihout intending to desert

broke = without money, penniless

p.265 sliding back = returning to a less favorable or less worthy condition

 fancy = rhetorical

self-belittlement = self-depreciation
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p.266 bugging = annoying

sole = being the only one

though = although, despite the fact that

chastising = censureship

re-appraise = re-evaluate

squinted =closed (partly) the eyes while looking

the dim clock = French la pendule noyée dans l’ombre

a little shut-eye = a little rest, some sleep

I’ll cut out = I’ll escape, go away

weaving = swaying to and fro, swinging, swaying

mellow = soft

drifted = blown

boot = kick

hide nor hair = a trace or evidence

tipped back like a cowboy reeling out of a saloon = French s’éloigna en se 
dandinant  comme un cow-boy qui quitte le saloon 

‘You can be bull goose loony again, buddy, what with Big Mack outa the 
way’ = French Quand le Grand Mac ne sera plus là,tu pourras redevenir le 
dingo trois étoiles

rasslin’ = wrestling

p.267 tear up = tear to pieces = rip, lacerate

numb = unable to move, paralysed

snuggled = nestled

bound = destined, certain

whether = if

a drunken blast to boot = French ils ont fait une foire à tout casser

crock = foolish talk, nonsense

p.268 a dam bursting = French une rupture de barrage
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the casualties = injured or killed people in an accident or as a result of 
some event

hustling = acting energetically and rapidly

the fleet of wheelchairs = a group of wheelchairs

herded = gathered

milling = moving about in a confused manner

had dozed off = was sleeping lightly and intermittently

was giving way = was yelding, withdrawing

to pop = to make a short, sharp, explosive sound

to snort = to breathe noisily and forcefully through the nostrils

blinking = closing and opening one or both eyes rapidly

groaning = uttering low inarticulate sounds

tangled = caught and held as if in a net

yards -> one yard = 0.9144 meter

mummy = embalmed body

a hangover = unpleasant physical effects following the heavy use of 
alcohol

roaring = laughing loudly

a bladder = here French une baudruche

draped one bare leg over …. the sofa = hung or rested one naked leg over 
…. the sofa

shellacked = covered with varnish

resignation = a formal document stating that one gives up a position or a 
job

lopping off = unlocking the window

p.269 stumbling = tripping and almost falling

a hatching egg = when a young bird comes out of the egg

let alone = without speaking of

comprehend = grasp, take in the meaning or the importance of
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laced = drew together

chest = thorax

smacked = pressed (the lips) together and opened (the lips) noisily, as in 
eating

napping = dozing, sleeping for a brief period

doom = unpleasant or disastrous destiny

the screen = here the window

ledger = a record book where you find all the people’s names

sighted = looked carefully, directed his gaze

to throw … off = distract, divert, mislead

goons = stupid, foolish people

p.270 She smashed the phone down in the cradle = French elle raccrocha (le 
combiné) d’un geste brusque

the Eloper = here Billy Bibbit ! -> to elope = run away with a lover, esp. 
With the intention of getting married

darted = thrust or moved suddenly or rapidly

a scuffle = a disorderly fighting

an owl = French  un hibou

the howl = a prolonged outburst of laughter

stern = firm, strict, authoritarian

clucked = made a sound similar to that of a hen

fussing around = moving about in a busy manner

fumbling = groping about clumsily or blindly, esp. in searching

tugging for = pulling at (her nylon) vigorously or repeatedly

p.271 courtesan = a woman prostitute, especially one whose clients are 
members of a royal court or men of high social standing

Jezebel = Phoenician princess and queen of Israel. She was the wife of 
Ahab who was king of Israel.  According to the Old testament, she was a 
cruel immoral queen who fostered the worship (= idolatry) of Baal and tried 
to kill Elijah and other prophets of Israel. She was ultimately killed by Jehu.
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Salome = in the New testament, the daughter of herodias and niece of 
Herod Antipas, who granted her the head of John the Baptist in return for 
her dancing

butt = the buttocks, the rear end

straightened = became straight, rigid, erect

teasing = making fun of, mocking playfully

hoorahing = cheering or approving (Billy) by shouting ‘hurrah’

swirled = moved

the bunch of us = the group of us

was caving in = yielding completely, esp. under pressure

strained = made strenuous efforts

still = immobile

flinched = drew back, as with fear or pain

sensitive = readily or excessively affected by external influences

scraped = rubbed roughly

p.272 raking long red marks = French ses doigts avaient laissé des marques 
rouges sur sa joue

starched breast = French son corsage empesé

stroking = caressing

contemptuous = despising, scornful

harm = injure, wound, hurt

glare at = stare fixedly and angrily at

soothing = comforting, reassuring

pillow = French coussin, oreiller

p.273 slots = assigned places

condoned = excused, overlooked

outlined = summarized

fiddled with his glasses = manipulated his glasses, as in a nervous or 
unconscious manner
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ordeal = a difficult or painful experience

I shudder = I tremble

crap = rubbish, nonsense

p.274 shrill = high-pitched piercing sound

p.275 laugh… long after his humor had been parched dry between two 
electrodes = French rire après que les électrodes avaient réduit sa gaieté 
en cendres

prying = forcing, esp. in an effort to get sth open

smothered = suffocated

coon = raccoon = an omnivorous nocturnal mammal native to North 
America and central America

Week 21 : pp.276- 281

p. 276 can him: (US, slang) to dismiss him

bellow: shout

skittered: moved quickly

She flinched: She winced, as from pain (French: tressaillir)

p. 277 spotty: unequal

tromping: travelling

p. 278 blank: empty

that crummy sideshow fake: that cheap copy

you buck this system: resist

to cleave: to split

smudge fuses in a box: French des fusibles sautés

had a tough grip on life: French s’accrochait ferme à la vie

p. 280 I heaved my legs: raised or lifted

I lurched it up: lifted

the momentum: the energy, the power

the embankment: French le talus
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who haven’t drunk themselves goofy:  French qui ne soient pas encore 
totalement abrutis par la boisson

their old ramshackle wood scaffolding: French leurs vieux échafaudages 
branlants

p. 281 in the spillway: a channel to carry off excess water
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